NAME THAT MOVIE!

NYU EDITION
IN WHICH MOVIE DOES SAOIRSE RONAN PLAY A FICTIONAL SOON-TO-BE NYU STUDENT?

A. Brooklyn
B. Lady Bird
C. Little Women
The answer is B. Lady Bird (2017)

Lady Bird secretly applies, and is accepted, to NYU in direct contradiction to her mother’s wishes.
WHICH MOVIE IS THIS SCENE FROM?

A. Begin Again
B. 13 Going on 30
C. The Kids Are All Right
The answer is A.
Begin Again (2013)

Keira Knightley & Mark Ruffalo perform under the Arch
In which movie does Constance Wu play a fictional NYU professor?

A. The Feels
B. Crazy Rich Asians
C. Hustlers
The answer is B. Crazy Rich Asians (2018)

Rachel Chu is a professor of economics at NYU
WHICH MOVIE IS THIS SCENE FROM?

A. I Am Legend

B. Men in Black

C. Independence Day
The answer is A.
I Am Legend (2007)

Dr. Robert Neville has a safe house at Washington Square North
IN WHICH MOVIE DOES MATTHEW BRODERICK PLAY A FICTIONAL NYU STUDENT?

A. Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
B. The Freshman
C. Out on a Limb
The answer is B.
The Freshman (1990)

Clark Kellogg goes to NYU to study film
Which movie is this scene from?

A. Water for Elephants

B. Love & Distrust

C. Remember Me
The answer is C. Remember Me (2010)

Tyler Hawkins audits classes at NYU and works at the university bookstore.
IN WHICH MOVIE DOES DICK VAN DYKE PLAY A FICTIONAL NYU ALUMNUS?

A. Bye Bye Birdie
B. Mary Poppins
C. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
The answer is A. Bye Bye Birdie (1963)

NYU is referenced in the song "An English Teacher"